Let X be a (real or complex) Banach space, and I(X) be the set of all (non-zero and non-identity) idempotents; i.e., bounded linear operators on X whose squares equal themselves. We show that the Banach submanifold I(X) of L(X) is a locally trivial analytic affine-Banach bundle over the Grassmann manifold G (X), via the map κ that sends Q ∈ I(X) to Q(X), such that the affine-Banach space structure on each fiber is the one induced from L(X) (in particular, every fiber is an affine-Banach subspace of L(X)).
Introduction
The Grassmannian of a finite dimensional vector space is a very well-studied object. This manifold is important in both pure and applied mathematics (see e.g. [5, 6, 7, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 28, 29, 33] for some recent accounts on it). There are two main streams of generalizations of the Grassmannian to the infinite dimensional case. The first one was introduced by Douady in [15] (see also [23] and [32] ). In this case, the Grassmannian of a (either real or complex) Banach space X is the set of complemented subspaces of X equipped with a canonical (respectively, real or complex) analytic Banach manifold structure such that a local chart around a subspace is given by the Banach space of continuous linear operators from that subspace to a complement of it. Another approach was first appeared in the work of Porta and Recht in [30] . In this approach, the Grassmannian of a Banach algebra D is defined to be the set of equivalence classes of idempotents under certain equivalence relation, and is equipped with the quotient topology. In the particular case when D is a C * -algebra, the Grassmannian can be identified, as a topological space, with the set of (self-adjoint) projections, and the later is a real analytic Banach submanifold of D (see e.g., [2] , [3] and [8] ; see also [9] , [11] and [24] for the generalizations to JB-algebras and JB * -triples). A connection between the two approaches was obtain [1] , where it was shown that there is a real bi-analytic bijection from the Grassmannian of a complex Hilbert space H (in the sense of Douady) to the set of self-adjoint projections of the C * -algebra L(H) of continuous linear operators on H.
The main results of this paper can be summarized in the following (see Theorem 3.4, Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.3). Theorem 1. Let X be a real or complex Banach space, which is not one-dimensional. (a) Under the Banach submanifold structure on I(X) induced from L(X), one knows that κ : I(X) → G (X) is a locally trivial (respectively, real or complex) analytic affine-Banach bundle, such that the affine-Banach space structures on the fibers of κ are the ones induced from L(X). (b) There exist equivalent Banach space structures on the fiber of κ, under which κ : I(X) → G (X) becomes a locally trivial continuous Banach bundle. (c) In the case when X is a complex Banach space, there can never exist Banach space structures on the fiber of κ such that κ : I(X) → G (X) becomes a locally trivial complex analytic Banach bundle.
In the case of a real Hilbert space K, we also obtain the following:
there is an analytic immersion from the total space of the tangent bundle of G (K) to L(K) such that the restriction of this immersion on each fiber is affine. More precisely, elements in the tangent bundle of G (K) can be identified with a pair (E, T ), where E ∈ G (K) and T is a bounded linear operator from E to the orthogonal complement E ⊥ of E. The following is obtained in Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.6(a). Theorem 2. Let K be a real Hilbert space, and T(G (K)) be the tangent bundle of G (K). (a) The assignment Q → Q(X),P Q(X) ⊥ • Q * | Q(X) , whereP Q(X) ⊥ : K → Q(X) ⊥ is the orthogonal projection, is a bi-analytic bijection from I(K) onto T(G (K)) such that for each E ∈ G (K), this bijection is an affine map from {Q ∈ I(K) : Q(K) = E} onto the tangent plane over E. On our way, we also obtain that I(X) (under the norm topology) is canonically homeomorphic to the following subspace of the product topological space G (X) × G (X) (see Corollary 3.6):
{(E, F ) ∈ G (X) × G (X) : E and F are complements to each other}. Furthermore, similar to the corresponding fact for G (X), we will show, in Corollary 5.3, that each orbit in I(X) under the canonical action by the Banach Lie group GL(X) of continuous invertible operators on X is a clopen subset, and can be identified bi-analytically with a homogeneous space of GL(X). We will also verify in Proposition 5.4 that, for any n ∈ N, the set {Q ∈ I(X) : dim Q(X) = n} is a connected component of I(X).
Using the above, for n ∈ N and k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if the map
is given by the Gram-Schmidt process (on column vectors), then υ induces a locally trivial real analytic vector bundle structure on the homogeneous space GL n (R)/GL k (R) × GL n−k (R), which can be identified with the tangent bundle of O n /O k × O n−k (see Example 5.5(b)).
Notations and Preliminary
Let us begin this paper by giving some notation. Throughout this article, K is either the real field R or the complex field C. If X and Y are K-Banach spaces, we denote by L(X, Y ) the Banach space of all continuous K-linear operators from X to Y . We will also denote L(X) := L(X, X). Moreover, the identity map in L(X) will be denoted by I X , and sometimes by I if no confusion arise.
Unless specified otherwise, by K-Banach manifolds, we mean K-analytic Banach manifolds, in the sense of [32] and [10] .
Throughout this article, G (X) is the collection of all non-zero proper complemented subspaces of X. For any E ∈ G (X), we denote F ⊤E if F is a complement of E, and put
(2.1)
We set, as in [32, p.44-46] ,
where q E,F : L(E, F ) → C F is the bijection given by
There is a Hausdorff metrizable topology on G (X) such that C F is an open subset of G (X) and p E,F :
constitutes an analytic atlas for a K-Banach manifold structure on G (X). When equipped with this structure, G (X) is called the Grassmann manifold of X.
We denote by A(A, B) the set of all continuous K-affine maps from A to a K-affine-Banach
is a complete norm on A(A, B).
The following well-known fact ensures a default Banach space structure on A(A, B) up to Banach space isomorphism. Lemma 2.1. For any a 0 , a 1 ∈ A, the two norms · a0 and · a1 are equivalent.
This paper mainly concerns with affine-Banach bundles. We need to consider such a general notion (instead of the more well-known notion of Banach bundles) because the set of idempotents naturally forms an affine-Banach bundle. Since affine-Banach bundles are not well-documented, let us give its precise definition below.
Definition 2.2.
Let Ω and Υ be Hausdorff spaces. Let κ : Υ → Ω be a continuous surjection. (a) Then (Υ, Ω, κ) is called a locally trivial continuous K-affine-Banach bundle (respectively, locally trivial continuous K-Banach bundle) if the following conditions are satisfied: B1) for each ω ∈ Ω, the subset
is homeomorphic to a K-affine-Banach subspace of a K-Banach space (respectively, homeomorphic to a K-Banach space); B2) for each ω 0 ∈ Ω, there exist an open neighborhood V ω0 ⊆ Ω of ω 0 as well as a bi-continuous bijection Θ ω0 :
) is continuous, where Π 2 is the projection onto the second coordinate.
(b) Suppose that Ω and Υ are K-Banach manifolds. Then (Υ, Ω, κ) is called a locally trivial Kanalytic affine-Banach bundle (respectively, locally trivial K-analytic Banach bundle), if κ is Kanalytic and the same requirements as in part (a) hold with the terms "bi-continuous" and "continuous" in (B2) and (B3) being replaced by "K-bi-analytic" and "K-analytic", respectively.
In the case of a Banach bundle, Condition (B3) is equivalent to the corresponding statement when A Υ ω1 , Υ ω2 is replaced by L Υ ω1 , Υ ω2 (because of Lemma 2.1).
We may occasionally use the term "locally trivial continuous affine-Banach bundle" and "locally trivial analytic affine-Banach bundle" etc, if the underlying field K is understood.
In the case when V 0 = Ω, we say that ρ is a global cross section.
For a continuous (respectively, analytic) Banach bundle, the constant zero map is obviously a continuous (respectively, analytic) global cross section. The following proposition tells us that the only obstruction for an affine-Banach bundle to be a Banach bundle is the existence of global continuous (respectively, analytic) cross sections. Although this proposition could be a known fact (at least in the finite dimensional case), we nevertheless give a brief account of it here. Fix ω 0 ∈ Ω. The affine-Banach space Υ ω0 becomes a Banach space when equipped with the following structure:
where x, y ∈ Υ ω0 , α ∈ K and · is the norm on the Banach space containing Υ ω0 . Let V ω0 , Θ ω0 and Π 2 be as in Definition 2.2. Set ζ ω0 : V ω0 → Υ ω0 to be the map Π 2 • Θ −1 ω0 • ρ| Vω 0 . By the continuity (respectively, analyticity) assumption on Θ −1 ω0 and ρ, the map ζ ω0 is continuous (respectively, analytic). Define Ψ ω0 :
Clearly, Ψ ω0 is continuous (respectively, analytic). It is not hard to verify that Ψ ω0 is fiberwise linear. Furthermore, one can check that
). This means that Ψ ω0 admits a continuous (respectively, analytic) inverse. Hence, Condition (B2) is established. On the other hand, suppose that
Observe that for a ∈ Υ ω1 , if χ a ∈ A(Υ ω1 , Υ ω1 ) is the map given by χ a (x) := x ⊕ ω1 a, then χ : a → χ a is continuous and affine (and hence is analytic). Since ζ ω1 and ζ ω2 are continuous (respectively, analytic), we know that both ξ and η, being the compositions of ζ ωi with χ, are continuous (respectively, analytic). If ϕ is as in Condition (B3), then for any ω ∈ V ω1 ∩ V ω2 and x ∈ Υ ω1 , one has
. Therefore, Condition (B3) still holds when the maps Θ ω1 and Θ ω2 are replaced by Ψ ω1 and Ψ ω2 , respectively.
Remark 2.4. (a) Suppose that (Υ, Ω, κ) is a locally trivial continuous affine-Banach bundle such that Ω is paracompact. Then one can see from the discussion before Proposition 4.1 that there always exists a continuous global cross section. This means that when Ω is paracompact, there is no different between locally trivial continuous affine-Banach bundles over Ω and locally trivial continuous Banach bundles over Ω.
(b) Note that the "K-analyticity" in the above means the existence of "local power series expansions" (as in Definition 1.6 and p.36 of [32] ). We say that a map from an open subset of a K-Banach space to another K-Banach space is K-differentiable if it is Frechet differentiable. One can also defined the notion of locally trivial K-differentiable affine-Banach bundles if one replaces the terms "bi-continuous" and "continuous" in Conditions (B2) and (B3) of Definition 2.2(a) by "K-bidifferentiable" and "K-differentiable", respectively. Clearly, a locally trivial K-analytic affine-Banach bundle is a locally trivial K-differentiable affine-Banach bundle. The corresponding statement as Proposition 2.3 is also valid for K-differentiable affine-Banach bundles.
Let us end this section with the following obvious fact for later reference.
I(X) is a locally trivial analytic affine-Banach bundle
From now on, X is a K-Banach space with dim K X > 1 (could be infinite). Our main concern is the following set I(X) := Q ∈ L(X) \ {0, I} : Q 2 = Q , with different structures induced from L(X). For any Q ∈ I(X), it is obvious that both Q(X) and ker Q belongs to G (X), and that Q(X)⊤ ker Q (i.e., they are complement of each other). Conversely, if E ∈ G (X) and F ∈ C E (see (2.1)), there is a unique element Q F E ∈ I(X) with Q F E (X) = E and ker Q F E = F.
For every F 0 ∈ G (X), let us denote
The starting point of this paper is the following easy observation.
E0 , and I(X) F0 = L F0 (X, F 0 ) + Q E0 F0 . Proof. By considering the bijection Q → I − Q from I(X) F0 onto I(X) F0 , one only needs to verify the first equality. In fact, if E ∈ C F0 (see (2.1)), then
From this, as well as the fact that Q F0
Conversely, consider an element R ∈ L F0 (X, F 0 ). It is not hard to check that (
is the Banach space isomorphism given by restrictions. Notice that the inverse of Λ E0,F0 is given by compositions of elements in L(E 0 , F 0 ) with the mapQ F0 E0 : X → E 0 as in the above. Furthermore,
On the other hand, by Relation (3.4), the analytic atlas of G (X) as in (2.4) can be rewritten as:
One good point of this atlas is that elements in L F0 (X, F 0 ) are nilpotent operators of degree two, and Lemma 2.5 applies to them. Another benefit of this atlas is the following result, which gives a clear picture of the topology on G (X). In particular, we know that E k converges to E 0 is basically the same as Q F0 E k (x) converges to Q F0 E0 (x) in a uniform way on all bounded subsets.
Let κ : I(X) → G (X) be the surjection as given in (1.1). Lemma 3.1 tells us that the fiber κ −1 (E) (which coincides with I(X) E ) is an affine-Banach subspace of L(X), for every E ∈ G (X). The main result of this section is that under these affine-Banach space structures on the fibers and the Banach submanifold structure on I(X) induced from L(X), (I(X), G (X), κ) is a locally trivial analytic affine-Banach bundle.
For the proof of this statement, we need to consider the canonical actions of GL(X) on I(X) and on G (X). Indeed, for any W ∈ GL(X) and E, F ∈ G (X) with F ⊤E, one easily sees that 8) and this produces an action of GL(X) on I(X). On the other hand,
induces an action of GL(X) on G (X). It is well-known that the two actions α and Ad are K-analytic.
We also need the following easy fact for the proof of the main theorem.
In fact, let us pick an element D ∈ C B−b0 , and define a mapQ
, then clearly, Γ is a continuous affine map satisfying the requirement.
A final piece of well-known information that we need is the following.
(3.10)
Consequently, both L E (X, E) and L E (X, E) ⊕ L F (X, F ) are complemented subspaces of L(X). In the following we will denote elements in
Before presenting the main theorem of this section, let us first give an outline of its proof, and give some remarks.
We will begin by showing that κ is continuous. We will then show that (I(X), G (X), κ) satisfies Conditions (B1) and (B2) of Definition 2.2(a) (i.e., the continuous case). From this, we construct an analytic atlas for I(X) (see (3.18) ). This produces a K-analytic Banach manifold structure on I(X) compatible with the norm topology. We will then verify that the inclusion map from I(X) to L(X) is an analytic immersion. Hence, I(X) is a Banach submanifold of L(X), under the above Banach manifold structure.
Note that as elements in I(X) satisfies the algebraic relation Q 2 − Q = 0, it is a known fact that I(X) is a closed submanifold of L(X) when dim X < ∞. Even though I(X) being a submanifold of L(X) may also be a known fact in the infinite dimensional case, in order to verify that I(X) is a locally trivial analytic affine-Banach bundle over G (X), we need to use the explicitly atlas for I(X) as in (3.18) . This atlas will also be needed in the later part of this article. One good feature of this analytic atlas for I(X) is that it is "algebraic" in nature (see (3.20) and (3.22) ).
Finally, we will establish Conditions (B2) and (B3) of Definition 2.2(b) (i.e. the analytic case). Observe that if the fiber over each point in G (X) were a Banach space, then one might use Proposition 1.2 in Chapter 3 of [27] to simplify the argument. However, since we are in the affine-Banach setting, we give a more direct argument here. Theorem 3.4. Let X be a K-Banach space. If I(X) is equipped with the K-analytic Banach submanifold structure induced from L(X), then I(X), G (X), κ is a locally trivial K-analytic affine-Banach bundle, such that the affine-Banach space structure on κ −1 (E) is the one induced from L(X), for every E ∈ G (X).
Proof. We first establish the continuity of κ. For this, let us consider a sequence Q Fn En n∈N in I(X) converging to Q F0 E0 ∈ I(X); i.e.,
is a unital Banach algebra, we know that Q En Fn + Q F0 E0 and Q Fn En + Q E0 F0 are eventually invertible, and we assume that they are invertible for all n ∈ N. The relation Q Fn En + Q E0 F0 (X) = X and ker Q En
Now, for any ǫ > 0, there is n 0 such that Q Fn En − Q F0 E0 < ǫ whenever n ≥ n 0 . It then follows from Q F0 E0 • Q En F0 = 0 and Relation (3.11) that for any x ∈ X,
E0 → 0, implies the required convergence, and hence κ is continuous.
On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that κ −1 (E) is an affine-Banach subspace of L(X), for each E ∈ G (X); in other words, Condition (B1) in Definition 2.2(a) is satisfied.
Let us now show that (I(X), G (X), κ) satisfies Condition (B2) of Definition 2.2(a). We will do this via the construction of an analytic (and hence continuous) local right inverse for the evaluation maps from GL(X) to orbits of the action α as in (3.9) . For this, we fix arbitrary elements
Consequently, Ξ E0,F0 is an analytic local right inverse for the evaluation map at E 0 from GL(X) to the orbit α(GL(X), E 0 ). We now define Θ E0,F0 :
For E ∈ C F0 and F ∈ C E0 , we know from (3.8) and (3.15 ) that
( 3.17) This implies that Θ E0,F0 is well-defined and injective (since Ξ E0,F0 (E) is invertible). Furthermore, it is clear from the definition that Θ E0,F0 is fiberwise affine. On the other hand, for any E ′ ∈ C F0 and
This means that Θ E0,F0 is surjective. In the following, we establish the bi-continuity of Θ E0,F0 . Let {F n } n∈N and {E n } n∈N be sequences in C E0 and in C F0 , respectively. If {E n } n∈N converges to E ∈ C F0 and {Q Fn E0 } n∈N converges to Q F E0 ∈ I(X) E0 , then it follows from the continuity of Ξ E0,F0 and (3.13) that
Conversely, assume that Θ E0,F0 E n , Q Fn E0 → Θ E0,F0 E, Q F E0 . The continuity of κ and Relation (3.17) give E n → E and Ξ E0,F0 (E n )(F n ) → Ξ E0,F0 (E)(F ). Consequently, the continuity of Ξ E0,F0 tells us that
From this, we know that Q Fn E0 → Q F E0 .
We are now ready to construct a Banach manifold structure on I(X) that is compatible with the norm topology. For every E 0 ∈ G (X) and F 0 ∈ C E0 , we consider the bijection φ E0,F0 : I(X) E0 → L E0 (X, E 0 ) induced by Lemma 3.1; namely,
is an analytic atlas for I(X).
In fact, µ E0,F0 is a homeomorphism since π E0,F0 , φ E0,F0 and Θ E0,F0 are homeomorphisms. Notice also that if E ∈ C F0 and F ∈ C E , then we have 
because of (3.14), Lemma 2.5 as well as the facts that R(X) ⊆ F 0 and RQ F0 E0 = R.
These produce, via (3.19) as well as (3.21),
Since C F , π E,F , L F (X, F ) : E, F ∈ G (X); F ⊤E is an analytic atlas of G (X), the map from
is also analytic. Consequently, µ E1,F1 • µ −1 E0,F0 is analytic on µ E0,F0 (C F0 ∩ C F1 ), and (3.18) is an analytic atlas for I(X).
Next, we will show that, when equipped with the above manifold structure, I(X) is a Banach submanifold of L(X), by verifying that the inclusion map ι :
to be the map between the respective tangent bundles induced by ι. We need to show that the map
is the derivative of θ E0,F0 ) will send L F0 (X, F 0 ) ⊕ L E0 (X, E 0 ) bijectively onto a complemented subspace of L(X).
As L F0 (X, F 0 )⊕L E0 (X, E 0 ) is already a complemented subspace of L(X), this claim is established if one can show that θ ′ E0,F0 (0, 0) is the inclusion map. To see this, we observe that for every ǫ ∈ (0, 1) and (R, S) ∈ L F0 (X, F 0 ) ⊕ L E0 (X, E 0 ), with R + S < ǫ, one has, via (3.23),
This gives θ ′ E0,F0 (0, 0)(R, S) = R + S, as required. Finally, we will establish that I(X), G (X), κ is a locally trivial K-analytic affine-Banach bundle. Indeed, as π E0,F0 • κ • µ −1 E0,F0 (R, S) = R, we know that κ : I(X) → G (X) is an analytic. Moreover, since the definition of the analytic atlas as in (3.18 ) is defined via the map Θ E0,F0 as well as the bi-analytic maps π E0,F0 and φ E0,F0 , it is a tautology that Θ E0,F0 is bi-analytic; i.e., Condition (B2) of Definition 2.2(b) holds.
Suppose that ϕ is the map as in Condition (B3) for Θ −1 E1,F1 • Θ E0,F0 . It follows from (3.14) and Lemma 2.5 that for any E ∈ C F0 ∩ C F1 and Q ∈ I(X) E0 , one has
Since both π E0,F0 and π E1,F1 are analytic, we know that the map ψ is analytic. On the other hand, as L E1 (X, E 1 ) ∈ G (L(X)), we obtain a continuous affine map
satisfying the condition in Lemma 3.3. It follows that
Example 3.5. We equip C 2 with the usual Euclidean norm. For λ ∈ C, we set E λ := a λa : a ∈ C and E ∞ :
Notice also that E 0 ⊤E ∞ , Q E∞ E0 = 1 0 0 0 and Q E0 E∞ = 0 0 0 1 . Moreover, for each λ ∈ C \ {0},
On the other hand,
The map π E0,E∞ :
We also have C E0 = E λ : λ ∈ C \ {0} ∪ {E ∞ }. The map π E∞,E0 : C E0 → L E0 (C 2 , E 0 ) is given by π E∞,E0 (E ∞ ) = 0 0 0 0 and π E∞,E0 (E λ ) = 0 1/λ 0 0 (λ ∈ C \ {0}).
Consider λ ∈ C. If λ = 0, then µ E0,E∞ :
In the case when λ = 0, the map µ E0,E∞ :
On the other extreme, the map µ E∞,E0 :
form an analytic atlas for I(C 2 ), which produces the Banach submanifold structure induced from M 2 (C).
There is another way to consider fibration of I(X) over G (X), namely, through the map κ ′ : I(X) → G (X) that sends Q to ker Q. The same conclusion as in Theorem 3.4 holds for (I(X), G (X), κ ′ ).
Let us denote by V(X) the set of "self-inverse mappings"; i.e.
For each V ∈ V(X), let us denote X V := {x ∈ X : V (x) = x}, and setκ : V(X) → G (X) to be the map given byκ(V ) := X V . Since the bi-analytic bijection T → 2T − I sends I(X) onto V(X), Theorem 3.4 tells us that V(X) is a Banach submanifold of L(X). More precisely, definē (3.22) ), and κ −1 (C F ),μ E,F , L F (X, F ) ⊕ L E (X, E) : E, F ∈ G (X); F ⊤E is an analytic atlas for the Banach submanifold structure on V(X) induced from L(X). Furthermore, (V(X), G (X),κ) is a locally trivial analytic affine-Banach bundle over G (X).
Another disguised form of I(X) is the subspace
. We will say some words about this subspace in the following. Corollary 3.6. Suppose that T is the topology on G (X) × C G (X) induced from the product topology on G (X) × G (X). There is a K-Banach manifold structure on G (X) × C G (X) compatible with T such that under the projection κ 1 : G (X) × C G (X) → G (X) onto the first coordinate, one obtain a locally trivial analytic affine-Banach bundle structure on G (X) × C G (X).
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, it suffices to show that Ψ : (E, F ) → Q F E is a homeomorphism from G (X) × C G (X) onto I(X). Moreover, thanks to the continuity of κ, it suffices to establish the continuity of Ψ. For this, let us consider a sequence {(E n , F n )} n∈N in G (X) × C G (X) converging to (E 0 , F 0 ) ∈ G (X)× C G (X). By Corollary 3.2, we may assume that E n ∈ C F0 and F n ∈ C E0 for all n ∈ N. Relation (3.13) and Corollary 3.2 produce Q ΞE 0 ,F 0 (En) −1 (Fn) E0 → Q F0 E0 . Moreover, the continuity of Θ E0,F0 gives the required convergence:
The structure of the above affine-Banach bundle will be state explicitly in the following. For
A direct consequence of Corollary 3.6 is the well-known fact that G (K n ) × C G (K n ) is not closed in G (K n ) × G (K n ) for any n ≥ 2. In fact, I(K n ) is never norm compact because it contains non-zero affine-Banach subspaces, but G (K n ) × G (K n ) is compact.
I(X) as a Banach bundle
It is natural to ask if (I(X), G (X), κ) is actually a Banach bundle, instead of an affine-Banach bundle. The first proposition in this section is that one can regard (I(X), G (X), κ) as a continuous Banach bundle.
In fact, Proposition 2.3 tells us that it suffices to show the existence of a continuous global cross section for (I(X), G (X), κ). In order to construct such a global cross section, let us fix an element F E ∈ C E for every E ∈ G (X). Since G (X) is metrizable (see e.g., [15, §2.1]), there is a partition of unity {ψ E } E∈G (X) , consisting of continuous functions, dominated by the open covering {C FE } E∈G (X) of G (X). On the other hand, as κ −1 (C FE ) is homeomorphic to a trivial affine-Banach bundle, there exists a local cross section on it. Now, a standard "scaled-sum construction" will produce the required continuous global cross section (observe that as I(X) E is an affine subspace of L(X), it is closed under convex combinations).
Let us state this clearly as follows. 
As ρ • •π −1 E0,E∞ is complex analytic, we know that α is holomorphic. Moreover, the compactness of G (C 2 ) tells us that the image of ρ is norm-bounded. From this, we deduce that the three functions
are bounded on C \ {0}. As α is bounded, it has a removable singularity at 0. Thus, α extends to a bounded entire function on C, which can only be a constant function. On the other hand, since λ → α(λ)/λ is bounded as well, we know that α is the constant zero function. However, this will contradict with the boundedness of λ → λ(1 − α(λ)). Consequently, there does not exist a complex analytic global cross section on I(C 2 ). In other words, I(C 2 ), G (C 2 , κ) is not a locally trivial complex analytic Banach bundle.
More generally, there is no complex differentiable global cross section on (I(X), G (X), κ) for any complex Banach space X. Proposition 4.3. Let X be a complex Banach space. We denote by G (X) fin the subset of G (X) consisting of finite dimensional subspaces, and set I(X) fin := κ −1 (G (X) fin ).
Then the subbundle (I(X) fin , G (X) fin , κ) of (I(X), G (X), κ) is not a locally trivial complex differentiable Banach bundle (see Remark 2.4(b) ).
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that (I(X) fin , G (X) fin , κ) is a locally trivial complex differentiable Banach bundle. Then there is a complex differentiable global cross section ρ :
Fix an operator T ∈ L(E 0 , F 0 ) and put Y := E 0 +T (E 0 ). Then Y is a finite dimensional subspace. For any λ ∈ C, one has
Choose any x ∈ X and any f in the dual space, X * , of X. As the inclusion map ι : I(X) → L(X) is complex analytic, we know that the function χ on C defined by
4) is an analytic atlas). On the other hand, as G (Y ) is compact and ρ|
This means that χ is bounded and hence it should be a constant function.
Since x and f are arbitrarily chosen, we know that λ → ρ p −1 E0,F0 (λT ) is a constant map, for each fixed T ∈ L(E 0 , F 0 ). Consequently, the map ρ • p −1 E0,F0 : L(E 0 , F 0 ) → I(X) is constant (since all the rays pass through 0), but this contradicts with the fact that ρ is a cross section on C F0 .
In the following, we consider the case of (real or complex) Hilbert spaces. Proof. For any E ∈ G (H), we denote by E ⊥ the orthogonal complement of E, and set P E := Q E ⊥ E . By the argument of Proposition 2.3(b), the conclusion is obtained if one can show that E → P E is a real analytic map from G (H) to I(H), or equivalently from G (H) to L(H) (because I(H) is a Banach submanifold of L(H)). However, this fact was already proved in [1, Proposition 4(4) ] (see also [1, Proposition 4(1)]).
Note that E → P E is never a complex analytic map from G (H) to L(H), because of the proof of Proposition 4.3.
When K is a real Hilbert space, one has the stronger conclusion that (I(K), G (K), κ) can be identified with the tangent bundle of G (K). In fact, the total space T(G (K)) of the tangent bundle of G (K) is the disjoint union E∈G (K) L(E, E ⊥ ) of Banach spaces, equipped with an appropriate Banach manifold structure. By Lemma 3.1, for every E ∈ G (K) and T ∈ L(E, E ⊥ ), one knows that T * P E ⊥ + P E is in I(X) (where T * is the adjoint of T ), whereP E ⊥ is the orthogonal projection P E ⊥ regarding as a map from K to E ⊥ . Theorem 4.5. Let K be a real Hilbert space. The assignment (E, T ) → T * P E ⊥ + P E induces a fiberwise affine bi-analytic bijection from T(G (K)) onto I(K), when I(K) is equipped with the Banach submanifold structure induced from L(K).
Proof. For any E ∈ G (K) and F ∈ C E , we can identify, via the Banach space isomorphism Λ F,E as in (3.5) ,
. We may sometime regard T ∈ L(F, E) as an operator from F to K as well.
Let us setÎ (K) :=
and denote byκ :Î(K) → G (K) the map that sends T ∈ L(E ⊥ , E) to E. Through identification in (4.1), together with the equality
one may equate (I(K), G (K), κ) with (Î(K), G (K),κ), and obtains a Banach manifold structure on I(K). In this case, the following is an analytic atlas for this structure onÎ(K):
In order to verify this proposition, it suffices to show that the fiberwise linear map
that sends an operator to its adjoint is bi-analytic.
To do this, let us fix −1, 1) ).
We also define ν E0 (T ) := π E0,E ⊥ 0 (E 1 ), Ψ(T )P E0 , 
is a local chart of T(G (K)) around E 0 . Now, we are required to know the map p E0,
, in order to express ν E0 (T ). For this, we need to express the two maps p E0,
1 are the identity maps on E 1 and E ⊥ 1 , respectively. Then
As in the proof of [32, Lemma 3.12], for any S ∈ L(E 1 , E ⊥ 1 ), one has
(note that in [32] , the notation a, b, c and d were used, instead of A, B, C and D). Hence, for s ∈ (−1, 1), we have
5)
Set R := π E0,E ⊥ 0 (E 1 ). It follows from the equality BQ 
From these, we conclude that
Now, the adjoint map Φ restricts to a fiberwise linear bijection Φ E0 :
Under the corresponding local charts of I(K) and T(G (K)) about C E ⊥ 0 , the map Φ E0 is transformed into a map that sends (R, Relations (4.3) and (4.8)). This shows that Φ E0 is real analytic, because (I + R)(E 0 ) = π −1 E0,E ⊥ 0 (R) and the assignment E → P E is a real analytic map (note that [1, Proposition 4(4) ] is also valid in the real case using the same argument).
Conversely, consider again E 0 ∈ G (K) and
. Let A, B, C and D be the operators as in the above. If T ∈ L(E 1 , E ⊥ 1 ) such that Ψ(T )P E0 = S, then it follows from (4.5) that
Hence, we have ν −1 E0 (R, S) = A −1 S| E0 D (see (4.4) ).
Consequently, Relations (4.6) and (4.7) (notice that
. This, together with Relation (4.2), tells us that Φ −1 E0 is transformed (under the corresponding local charts of I(K) and T(G (K)) near C E ⊥ 0 ) into a map sending (R,
Thus, Φ −1 E0 is also real analytic. This completes the proof.
We may also identify the tangent bundle of G (K) with either V(K) or G (K) × C G (K) (see the discussion following Theorem 3.4). On the other hand, one can identify G (K) with the real Banach
Note that the corresponding statement of Theorem 4.5 for general Banach spaces is in general false because L(E, F ) may not be isomorphic to L(F, E) for E, F ∈ G (X) with E⊤F .
In the following, we will consider the case when Notice that ·, · L(H) satisfies all the requirements of a metric (i.e. fiberwise inner product) except that it takes values in L(H) instead of the scalar field. Note also that
For each x ∈ H, we can also define
Then { ·, · x } x∈H is a family of pseudo-metric on (Ĩ(H), G (X),κ) which is separating; in the sense that S = 0 whenever we have S, S x = 0 for all x ∈ H. It is easy to see, via the fiberwise linear analytic immersion induced by τ , that ·, · x is real analytic. On the other hand, if H is separable and {x n } n∈N is a countable dense subset of H, then the sequence of pseudo-metric { ·, · xn } n∈N is also separating.
Let G (H) fin be the subset of G (H) consisting of finite dimensional subspaces, and we put
Then Ĩ (H) fin , G (H) fin ,κ is a locally trivial real analytic Banach bundle. For any S, T ∈Ĩ(H) fin withκ(S) =κ(T ), the operator S, T L(H) is of finite rank (see (4.10) ). Therefore, we can define a metric ·, · fin onĨ(H) fin by S, T fin := Tr(ST * ), for any S, T ∈Ĩ(H) fin withκ(S) =κ(T ), (4.11) where Tr is the canonical densely defined trace on L(H).
In the particular case when K is a real Hilbert space, we see from the identification as in (4.1) thatĨ(K) is the same asÎ(K). Hence, the above discussion, together with Theorem 4.5, gives the following (notice that both (F, S) → (F, S + P F ) and (F, R) → (F, R * ) are real bi-analytic maps from G (K) × L(K) to itself). (b) The L(K)-valued metric ·, · L(K) as in (4.9) induces a separating family of real analytic pseudometrics on T(G (K)). If K is separable, then one can find a countable separating family of real analytic pseudo-metrics on T(G (K)).
(c) The metric ·, · fin as in (4.11) is a real analytic metric on T(G (K) fin ).
Note that since all the tangent spaces of G (K) fin are isomorphic to Hilbert spaces, it is already known that a real analytic metric exists on T(G (K) fin ). The above gives an explicit construction of such a metric.
Notice also that the fiber of the Banach bundleÎ(K) over E ∈ G (K) is a Hilbert L(E ⊥ )-module with inner product S, T 0 := S * T (in the usual convention, a Hilbert C * -module is a right module and the operator-valued inner product is conjugate linear in the first variable). One may use it to define another family of pseudo-metrics on T(G (K)).
I(X) as a disjoint union of homogeneous spaces
In the case when X is finite dimensional, it is well-known that G (X) can be identified with a disjoint union of quotients of GL(X) by closed Lie subgroups. The corresponding fact for I(X) may also be known. We are going to look at the infinite dimensional situation.
In the following, we will consider the analytic actions Ad and α of GL(X) on I(X) and G (X), respectively (see (3.8) and (3.9)). We have already constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.4 an analytic local right inverse Ξ E0,F0 (see (3.14) ) for the evaluation map at E 0 from GL(X) to the orbit α(GL(X), E 0 ), for every E 0 ∈ G (X). The following lemma gives an analytic local right inverse for Ad.
) is an analytic local right inverse for the evaluation map at Q F0 E0 from GL(X) onto the orbit of Q F0 E0 under the action Ad.
Proof. Consider Q F E ∈ κ −1 (C F0 ). We know that both Q F0 E + Q E0 F0 and Q E F + Q F0 E are invertible (see Lemmas 2.5 and 3.1). Moreover, one easily check thať
is a local right inverse for the evaluation map.
Suppose that (R, S) = µ E0,F0 (Q F E ). It follows from (3.20) and (3.21) that
, which is analytic as required.
The existences of local analytic right inverses for the evaluation maps from GL(X) to the orbits of α and Ad, respectively, imply that these two actions are locally transitive in the sense of [32, Definition 8.20] . For any Q ∈ I(X) as well as E ∈ G (X), let us set GL(X) Q := {W ∈ GL(X) : W QW −1 = Q} and GL(X) E := {W ∈ GL(X) : W E = E}.
[32, Proposition 8.21] produces the following result.
Proposition 5.2. Let X be a K-Banach space. Suppose that Q ∈ I(X) and E ∈ G (X). Then both GL(X) Q and GL(X) E are analytic K-Banach Lie subgroups of GL(X). The orbits Ad(GL(X), Q) and α(GL(X), E) are clopen in I(X) and G (X), respectively. Moreover, the canonical bijections from, respectively, GL(X)/GL(X) Q and GL(X)/GL(X) E onto Ad(GL(X), Q) and α(GL(X), E) are K-bi-analytic.
For any W ∈ GL(X), we denote by [W ] Q and [W ] E the images of W in GL(X)/GL(X) Q and GL(X)/GL(X) E , respectively. Our next question concerns with connected components of I(X). Note that when GL(X) is connected, Proposition 5.2 tells us that subsets of the form Ad(GL(X), Q) and α(GL(X), E) are all the components of I(X) and G (X), respectively. In this case, if we define an equivalence relation ∼ on G (X) × C G (X) such that (E 1 , F 1 ) ∼ (E 2 , F 2 ) if and only if E 1 and F 1 are Banach space isomorphic to E 2 and F 2 , respectively, then all the disjoint components of I(X) are of the form
In the case when H is a Hilbert space, Kuiper's theorem tells us that GL(H) is connected (see [26] ; see also [21] for the case when the Hilbert space is non-separable). Therefore, one can determine connected components of both I(H) and G (H) through the dimensions of subspaces and those of their orthogonal complements.
However, GL(X) is in general not connected. Nonetheless, the above still holds for finite dimensional subspaces. We will establish this fact in our next result. Proof. In the following, for any F, F 1 , F 2 ∈ G (X), we will write F = F 1 ⊕ F 2 if F 1 ∩ F 2 = (0) and F = F 1 + F 2 .
By Proposition 5.2, it suffices to show that I n (X) and G n (X) are connected. Moreover, since κ is a continuous surjection from I n (X) onto G n (X), we only need to establish the path connectedness of I n (X). Fix E 1 , E 2 ∈ G n (X) as well as F 1 ∈ C E1 and F 2 ∈ C E2 . Notice that E 1 + E 2 is finite dimensional, and we fixed a subspace F ∈ C E1+E2 . There exist finite dimensional subspacesẼ 1 and E 2 such that
We know from Lemma 3.1 that Q F1 E1 is joined to Q 1 := Q F ⊕Ẽ2 E1 by a continuous path in I(X) E1 .
Similarly, Q F2 E2 is joined by a continuous path to Q 2 := Q F ⊕Ẽ1
E2
. Therefore, in order to show that Q F1 E1 and Q F2 E2 are in the same connected component, we only need to construct a continuous path joining Q 1 and Q 2 .
Pick a subspace E 3 of F with dimension n and chooseF ∈ G (F ) with F = E 3 ⊕F . Set Since dim E 1 = dim E 3 = n, there is an isomorphism Φ : E 1 → E 3 . For t ∈ [0, π/2], we set
It is not hard to check that W t ∈ GL(X). Moreover, as W 0 Q 0 W −1 0 = Q 0 and W π/2 Q 0 W −1 π/2 = Q 1 , we see that Q 0 and Q 1 are joined by a continuous path of idempotents.
In the same way, Q 0 and Q 2 are joined by a continuous path of idempotents, via the presentations of Q 0 and Q 2 under the decomposition X = E 3 ⊕ (F ⊕Ẽ 1 ) ⊕ E 2 . This completes the proof of the connectedness of I n (X).
In the remainder of this section, we will again look at the case of a K-Hilbert space H. For any Q ∈ I(H), one can find P ∈ I(H) and W ∈ GL(H) such that P * = P and Q = W P W −1 (see e.g. [4, Proposition 4.6.2]). Hence, Ad GL(H), P = Ad GL(H), Q . This means that in order to study components of I(H) it suffices to consider component generated by self-adjoint projections. It is natural to ask if there is an explicit way to express this map υ (which is defined through several identifications). In the following, we will describe it via the Gram-Schmidt process. Consider W ∈ GL(H). We are required to find V ∈ U(H) satisfying W P (H) = V P (H).
Pick an orthogonal normal basis {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k } for the Hilbert space P (H), and extend it to an orthogonal basis B of H. By applying the Gram-Schmidt process to {W ξ 1 , . . . , W ξ k }, one obtains a collection {ζ 1 , . . . , ζ k } of orthogonal unit vectors, and we extends it to an orthogonal basis D of H. Now, consider V ∈ U(H) satisfying V (B) = D and V ξ i = ζ i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then one clearly has W P (H) = V P (H). This means that υ [W ] P = [V ] P .
In the case when dim H < ∞, we can actually applies the Gram-Schmidt process to the finite subset {W ξ : ξ ∈ B} and obtain an element V ∈ U(H) satisfying our requirement. In particular, this gives the following.
Example 5.5. (a) Consider an integer n ≥ 2. Suppose that Q ∈ I(K n ) with k := dim K Q(K n ). There exists W ∈ GL(K n ) such that W QW −1 is the diagonal matrix P k with first k entries in the diagonal being 1 and all other entries being 0. In this case, GL(K n ) P k = GL(K k ) × GL(K n−k ) and U(K n ) P k = U(K k ) × U(K n−k ). As in the above, the map υ from GL(K n ) to U(K n ) given by the Gram-Schmidt process on the column vectors of matrices produces a map υ : GL(K n )/GL(K k ) × GL(K n−k ) → U(K n )/U(K k ) × U(K n−k ) and this induces a locally trivial real analytic K-Banach bundle structure on GL(K n )/GL(K k ) × GL(K n−k ). (b) Let n ≥ 2 and k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. Denote by GL n and O n the sets of all n × n real invertible matrices and orthogonal matrices, respectively. Suppose that υ : GL n /GL k × GL n−k → O n /O k × O n−k is the map given by the Gram-Schmidt process on the column vectors of matrices. Then there is a bi-analytic bijection from the tangent bundle of O n /O k × O n−k onto GL n /GL k × GL n−k .
